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Abstract
————————————————————————————————–
In this paper we contribute to Dialogue Theory introducing two formal frame-
works inspired in Formal Language Theory, for the simulation of dialogues as
finite state transition systems. In the first framework agents are provided with a
share memory limited to an stack of locutions. An stack proves to be adequate
for simulating goal-oriented dialogues. The stack can save during the dialogue all
the unachieved goals. The top of the stack corresponds to the last unachieved goal
which is removed from the stack when it is solved. But this framework can not
simulate all the dialogues based on the notion of social semantics. The principle
behind a system based on social semantics is that when speakers utter locutions
they state publicly their knowledge and they publicly acquire commitments. The
truth of an speaker’s speech acts in general can not be verified, but at least an con-
versant’s speech consistency can be assessed inspecting the social commitments
he acquired in the dialogue. In order to provide the framework with the expressive
power required to simulate systems based on the notion of social semantic we ex-
tended the stack of locutions to an string of symb ols over some finite alphabet.

Keywords: Dialogue Theory, Protocol of communication, Formal Language The-
ory, Linguistics
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Resumen
————————————————————————————————–
En este trabajo contribuimos a la Teorı́a de Diálogos definiendo dos marcos for-
males inspirados en la Teorı́a de Lenguajes Formales, para la simulación de diálogos
como sistemas de transiciones de estados finitos. En el primer marco formal los
agentes son provisto con una memoria compartida que se limita a una pila que al-
macena locuciones. Esta pila prueba ser adecuada para simular diálogos guiados
por metas. La pila puede almacenar durante el diálogo las metas no conseguidas.
El tope de la pila corresponde a la última meta a lograr, la cual es removida de
la pila cuando es alcanzada. Pero este marco formal no puede simular todos los
diálogos basados en la noción de de semántica social. El principio subyacente
en todo sistema basado en la semántica social es que cuando los participantes
en el diálogo hablan, están dando a conocer públicamente su conocimiento y
adquiriendo compromisos. La verdad de lo expresado por un hablante en gen-
eral no puede ser verificado, pero al menos la consistencia de su discurso puede
ser corroborada a través de los compromisos sociales que ha adquirido. Con el
propósito de proveer al marco definido con el poder expresivo requerido para sim-
ular diálogos basados en la noción de semántica social, extendemos la pila de
locuciones a una cadena de sı́mbolos sobre un alfabeto finito.

Palabras clave: Teorı́a de Diálogo, Protocolo de comunicación, Teorı́a de Lengua-
jes Formales, Lingüı́stica

Resum
————————————————————————————————–
En aquest article es fa una contribució a la Teoria del Diàleg mitjanant la intro-
ducció de dos models formals inspirats en la Teoria de Llenguatges Formals, per
la simulació de diàlegs com a sistemes de transició d’estats finits. En el primer
d’aquests models, es descriuen agents equipats amb una memória compartida lim-
itada a una pila de locucions. Es demostra que una pila és suficient per simular
diàlegs orientats a un objectiu. La pila pot emmagatzemar durant el diàleg tots els
objectius que no han estat assolits. La part superior correspon al darrer d’aquests
objectius que no s’han aconseguit, i que s’esborra tan aviat aquest es resol. Però
aquest model no pot simular tots els diàlegs basats en la noció de semàntica so-
cial. El principi subjacent a un sistema basat en la semàntica social és que quan els
parlants generen locucions afirmen públicament el seu coneixement i adquireixen
compromisos públicament. En realitat, un acte de parla no pot ser verificat, però
al menys se’n pot fer una valoració examinant els compromisos socials que s’han



adquirit durant el diàleg. Per tal de formalitzar un model amb el poder expressiu
necessari per simular sistemes basats en la noció de la semàntica social s’ha estès
la pila de locucions fins a una cadena de sı́mbols sobre un alfabet finit.

Mots clau: Teoria del diàleg, Protocol de comunicació, Teoria de Llenguatges
Formals, Lingüı́stica
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1. Introduction

The conjecture that the background of human dialogues is not formalizable
(Dahlabäck 1992) (Shneiderman 1980) has produced a reformulation of goals in
Dialogue Theory. Currently one of the main goals of Dialogue Theory is the
definition of effective human to machine and machine to machine goal-oriented
dialogue protocols.

Dialogue protocols specify patterns of communication between speakers in a
society and they are used to state their social norms. Protocols have be defined by
means of finite automata (Vasconcelos 2004, Esteva 2001), hight level petri nets
(Holvoet 1998) (Moldt 1997) (Purvis 1996), diagrams provided by the Unified
Modeling Language (Woods 1999) (Parunak 2000) (Wei 2001) (Koningand 2001),
logic (Woods 1999) (Genereth 1994), and process descriptions (Robertson 2004)
(Walton 2004). A society protocol is examined in-advance by an speaker in order
to decide if he joins or not the corresponding society. The protocol also acts
as a guide for the speaker to follow once they are operating within the society.
For instance a 2-party protocol takes place when we talk by telephone respecting
social norms of the type: the speakers take turns to talk, overlapping is possible
but undesirable, any party can decide to finish the conversation in any moment,
it is desirable but not mandatory that the party that wants to finish the dialogue
let the other party know it before finishing it, any party can assume that the other



party finished the dialogue without notification after a prudential time without
dialogue, etcetera.

The aim of this paper is to contribute to Dialogue Theory from the perspective
of Formal Language Theory, introducing two formal frameworks for the defini-
tion of dialogue protocols as finite state transition systems. Each framework we
propose defines a generic, abstract and well defined formalism in which proto-
cols can be specified, compared and evaluated in the same notation in a precise
way. According to Linguistic studies the frameworks that we introduce show some
features characteristic of human-like talk. Our frameworks can be studied from
the perspective of Formal Language Theory, analyzing for instance the expres-
sive power, computational (time and space) complexity and the decidability of the
problems of: determining if a dialogue instance satisfies a given protocol, specify-
ing the set of dialogue instances (language) generated by a protocol, determining
if the language generated by a protocol is finite, infinite or empty, etcetera.

We introduce in section 2 a framework that we call Stack Finite State Transi-
tion (StackFST ) system. Framework StackFST allows to specify dialogue proto-
cols where the number of agents is fixed during design time, agents are provided
with fix sets of private believes and fix sets of computable decision procedures, the
interaction model is described by a finite state transition system whose transitions
are conditionals and labeled with locutions, and the share knowledge is saved in
an stack of locutions. The states of the automata correspond to possible stages of
the conversation and the transitions to dialogue moves. For a labeled transition to
be triggered the precondition associated to the locution that labels it has to be sat-
isfied. And the preconditions of the locutions are formulas over some logic which
are evaluated according to the agent knowledge and the locution saved in the top
of the memory stack. If a transition is triggered a new state is reached and some
of the following operations can be performed over the stack of interchanged locu-
tions: replace the locutio n in the top for a new locution, or remove the locution
in the top.

In section 2.1 we provide an example of argumentation-based dialogue pro-
tocol specified in framework StackFST . Argumentation Theory is a subfield of
Dialogue Theory based on the interchange of arguments and contraarguments be-
tween speakers with the purpose of arriving to conclusions even in presence of
incomplete or inconsistent information. According to (Parsons 2003) the prin-
ciple behind social semantics in dialogues is that when speakers utter locutions
they state publicly their knowledge. The truth of an speaker’s speech acts can not
necessarily be verified, but at least an speaker’s consistency can be assessed in-
specting the commitments he acquired during the dialogue. After presenting the



example we show that when the agents are limited to reasoning over an stack of
locutions they can loose information corresponding to the social commitments ac-
quired by the participants in the conversation, what can lead to wrong reasonings
and conclusions.

The previous analysis justifies the introduction in section 3 of an extension of
framework StackFST that we call Conversational Finite State Transition
(ConvFST) system. A preliminary version of this framework can be found in
(Grando 2007). In framework ConvFST the stack is replaced by a common string
that every active agent can access to. With this string it is possible to simulate so-
cial semantics and also to simulate what in Pragmatics is called dialogue context:
a common repository of agents communication actions that constitute their inter-
face to the other agents (observable behavior). In section 3.1 we exemplify the
use of this framework with the specification of an information-seeking dialogue
protocol.

Finally in section 4 we present some conclusions and some proposals of future
work.

2. Framework StackFST

In this section we introduce a framework that we call Stack Finite State Tran-
sition (StackFST) systems to formally specify dialogue protocols between a fix
number of n ≥ 1 agents. The agents share a common knowledge base that cor-
responds to an stack of locutions. This means that each time the agents inspect
the stack looking for a saved locution in position s ≥ 0, they loose the locutions
that were uttered from the position s + 1 to the top of the memory stack. Each
agent Ai, 1≤ i≤ n, is provided with a private knowledge base Ki containing their
beliefs. These knowledge bases are fixed during the dialogue, it means that agents
do not learn through the dialogue. The dialogue moves are described by a finite
state transition system where the states correspond to stages in the conversation
and transitions are conditional and labeled by locutions from a locution set. For a
labeled transition to be triggered the precondition associated to the locution that
labels it has to be satisfied. We assume that for every locution from the set of
interchanged locutions there is a decidable procedure to check if its associated
precondition is satisfied. And the preconditions of the locutions are formulas over
some logic which are evaluated according to the agent knowledge and the top of
the stack corresponding to the share knowledge base. If a transition is triggered a
new state is reached and the top of the stack can be removed or changed for a new
locution.



Formally:

Definition 1 A dialogue protocol W ∈ StackFST of degree n≥ 1 is a tuple:

W = 〈Kid1, ...,Kidn,Σ,Q,LSL ,Γ,δ,q0,SK0,F〉

where:

• Σ is a finite set of symbols;

• Kidi ∈ Σ, for all 1≤ i≤ n, are the initial believes of agent Aidi;

• Q is a finite set of states;

• q0 ∈Q is the initial state,

• F ⊆ Q, are the final states, and

• LSL is a finite set of locutions. Considering that SK is the content of the
stack and top(SK) is the last added element or top of SK, then:

LSL =
{

ρidi(φ(m)) | m≥ 0∧1≤ i≤ n∧ prec(ρidi(φ(m))) is a wff in logic L
with free variables ranging over {φ1, ...,φm,Kidi, top(SK)}

}

The locution ρidi(φ(m)) ∈ LSL with constants ρ, idi and terms φ(1), ...,φ(m)

has associated a well formulated formula prec(ρidi(φ(m))) in logic L called
precondition, such that checking the satisfaction of prec(ρidi(v

(m))) is de-
cidable for all parameter values v(m).

• Γ = LSL

• SK0 ∈ LSL is the initial stack symbol;

• δ is a finite transition relation (Q×LSL ×LSL)→ 2Q×LS∗L .

Considering that a sequence of locutions ρi(v(m))β ∈ (LSL)+ with parameter val-
ues v(m) is being processed, for any q ∈ Q, ρi(v(m)) ∈ LSL , β ∈ (LSL)∗, τ j(y(k)) ∈
LSL the top of the stack with parameter values y(k) , the interpretation of

δ(q,ρi(v(m)),τ j(y(k))) = {(p1,γ1(s
(t1)
1 )), ...,(pm,γm(s(tm)

m ))}

is that if the dialogue protocol W is in state q with current locution ρi(v(m)) ∈
LSL , with the locution τ j(y(k)) at the top of the stack, δ(q,ρi(φ(m)),τ j(y(k))) =



{(p1,γ1(s
(t1)
1 )), ...,(pm,γm(s(tm)

m ))} , and prec(ρi(v(m))) is satisfied, then W can
for any 1≤ x≤m replace τ j(y(k)) with locution γx(s

(tx)
x ) with values s(tx)

x , take the
first locution in β and enter state px.

To formally describe the configuration of a dialogue protocol W at a given
instant we define what we call an instantaneous description. An instantaneous
description records the state and content of the stack at a given instant, along with
the sequence of locutions that is being processed:

Definition 2 An instantaneous description for a dialogue protocol is a tuple (q,α,γ)
where q ∈ Q is the current state, α ∈ (LSL)∗ is the remaining sequence of locu-
tions, γ ∈ Γ∗ is the current stack.

Definition 3 The relation ` satisfies (q,ρid(v(m))α,SK) ` (p,α,newSK) iff
(p,newSK) ∈ δ(q,ρid(v(m)),SK).

We use `∗ to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of relation `, and we use
`+ to denote the transitive closure of `.

Definition 4 The language of dialogues generated by a system W ∈ StackFST
specified as W = 〈Kid1 , ...,Kidn,Σ,Q,LSL ,Γ,δ,q0,SK0,F〉 is defined as:

LDg(W ) = {α ∈ (LSL)∗ | (q0,α,SK0)⇒∗
Σ (q f ,λ,SK)∧q f ∈ F}.

Definition 5 The share knowledge generated by a system W ∈ StackFST speci-
fied as W = 〈Kid1 , ...,Kidn,Σ,Q,LSL ,Γ,δ,q0,SK0,F〉 is defined as:

LSK(W )=
{

ShareK ∈ Γ∗ | (q0,α,SK0)⇒∗
Σ (k,β,ShareK)⇒∗

Σ (q f ,λ,SK)∧
q f ∈ F

}
.

2.1 An example of dialogue protocol in framework StackFST

Bellow we provide an example of dialogue protocol specified in framework
StackFST and corresponding to a goal-oriented argumentation-based two-party
information-seeking protocol, in the sense of (Walton 1995):

Example 1 Let us consider an information-seeking protocol I SP where the
Information-Seeker, IS, does not know the truth of a proposition p and asks an
Information-Provider, IP, about p. If the agent IP knows if p is true or false, it
will inform the IS and provide, upon request, the reasons that justify the value of
truth of p. The agent IS can accept or challenge the provided reasons. It can also
happen that the agent IP does not know the value of truth of p. In this case then



the dialogue finishes with the agent IS still not knowing the truth value of p. Agent
IS is provided with an argumentation system (ΣIS, |=IS) where ΣIS is a finite set of
axioms in P L , Propositional Logic that includes the symbol Uto denote uncer-
tainty. The infix binary predicate |=IS corresponds to the inference in that logic,
where the first parameter is the set of axioms and the second parameter is the
formula whose validity has to be deduced from the first parameter. For instance
if ΣIS = {p, p → q} then from the agent knowledge base ΣIS it can be deduced
with |=IS that the formula q is satisfied, what we denote as ΣIS |=IS q. Agent IP
is provided with the argumentation system (ΣIP, |=IP) interpreted in the same way
as for agent IS.

Formally I SP = 〈KIS,KIP,P L ,Q,LSP L ,LSP L ,δ,q0,SK0,F〉 where:

• KIS, KIP are set of formulas in P L ,

• Q = {k0,k1,k2,k3,k4},

• F = {k2,k3},

• LSP L =





aski(p),challengei(p),accepti(p),asserti(p),asserti(T ) |
p is a formula in P L∧
T is a set of formulas in P L ∧ i ∈ {IS, IP}



,

with the following preconditions and postconditions:

– Agent IS asks questionIS(p) at the beginning of the dialogue iff the
stack S is empty and he can not deduce p from his argumentation sys-
tem and he places the locution on the top of S.

– Agent IS utters acceptIS(p) iff top(S) = assertIP(p) and he can not
deduce (¬p) from his argumentation system, and he pops the top of S.

– Agent IS utters challengeIS(p) iff top(S) = assertIP(p) and he can not
deduce p from his argumentation system, and he replace the top of S
for challengeIS(p).

– Agent IP utters assertIP(p) iff top(S) = questionIS(p) and p is not
an axiom in his argumentation system and he can deduce p from his
argumentation system. The agent replaces the top of S for assertIP(p).

– Agent IP utters assertIP(U) iff top(S) = questionIS(p) or top(IS) =
challengeIS(p) and p is an axiom in his argumentation system or he
can no deduce p. The agent replaces the top of S for assertIP(U).
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Figure 1: Transition graph for locutions interchange in I SP

– Agent IP utters assertIP({t1, ..., tn}) iff top(S) = challengeIS(p) and p
is not an axiom in his argumentation system and he can deduce p from
t1∧...∧tn. The agent replaces the top of S for assertIP(t1)...assertIP(tn).

• From the posconditions of LSP L we define function δ:

– δ(k0,questionIS(p),SK0) = {(k1,questionIS(p))},

– δ(k2,acceptIS(p),assertIP(p)) = {(k2,λ)},

– δ(k2,challengeIS(p),assertIP(p)) = {(k4,challengeIS(p))},

– δ(k1,assertIP(p),questionIS(p)) = {(k2,assertIP(p))}, p 6= U
– δ(k1,assertIP(U),questionIS(p)) = {(k3,assertIP(U))},

– δ(k1,assertIP(U),challengeIS(p)) = {(k3,assertIP(U))},

– δ(k4,assertIP({t1, ..., tn}),challengeIS(p)) =
{(k2,assertIP(t1)...assertIP(tn))}.

Considering ΣIS = {¬p} and ΣIP = ({p,¬r, p→ r,¬r → p}, the dialogue in-
stance

questionIS(r)assertIP(r)challengeIS(r)assertIP({p→ r, p})
acceptIS(p→ r)challengeIS(p)assertIP({¬r,¬r → p})
acceptIS(¬r)acceptIS(¬r → p)

corresponds to an information-seeking dialogue specified by dialogue protocol
I SP , where S is the stack of uttered locutions.

Formally:
(k0,questionIS(r)α1,SK0)⇒



(k1,assertIP(r)α2,questionIS(r))⇒
(k2,challengeIS(r)α3,assertIP(r))⇒
(k4,assertIP({p→ r, p})α4,challengeIS(r))⇒
(k2,acceptIS(p→ r)α5,assertIP(p→ r),assertIP(p))⇒
(k2,challengeIS(p)α6,assertIP(p))⇒
(k4,assertIP({¬r,¬r → p})α7,challengeIS(p))⇒
(k2,acceptIS(¬r)α8,assertIP(¬r)assertIP(¬r → p))⇒
(k2,acceptIS(¬r → p)α9,assertIP(¬r → p))⇒
(k2,λ,λ), with k2 ∈ F.

Informally:

1 S = SK0 and agent IS utters questionIS(r).

2 S = [questionIS(r)] and agent IP answers assertIP(r), because he can support r
with arguments {p, p→ r}.

3 S = [assertIP(r)] and agent IS utters challengeIS(r) because he can not prove r
from {¬p}.

4 S = [challengeIS(r)] and agent IP answers assertIP({p→ r, p}). .

5 S = [assertIP(p → r),assertIP(p)] and agent IS replies with acceptIS(p → r)
because he can not deduce ¬(p→ r) from {¬p}.

6 S = [assertIP(p)] and agent IS utters challengeIS(p) because he can deduce ¬p.

7 S = [challengeIS(p)] and agent IP says assertIP({¬r,¬r → p}).
8 S = [assertIP(¬r),assertIP(¬r → p)] and agent IS utters acceptIS(¬r) because

he can not deduce r from {¬p}.

9 S = [assertIP(¬r → p)] and agent IS utters acceptIS(¬r → p) because he can
not deduce ¬(¬r → p) from {¬p}.

10 S = [] and the dialogue finishes successfully and agent IS accepts the proposi-
tions from IP that justify r.

In (Parsons 2003) is explained the role of the concept of social semantics in
the argumentation-based dialogue protocols: an agent X can construct their argu-
ments from their private knowledge bases ΣX but also form the set of commitments
CS(Y ) from agent Y . The principle behind social semantics is that when agents



utter illocutions they state publicly their knowledge, which is saved in a commit-
ment store. The truth of an agent’s speech acts can not be verifiable (Wooldridge
2000), but at least an agent’s consistency can be assessed inspecting the content
of the commitment store.

If in the previous example we consider now the following:

• Agents IS and IP are respectively provided with argumentation systems
(ΣIS ∪CS(IP), |=IS) and (ΣIP ∪CS(IS), |=IP) with CS(IS) and CS(IP) the
commitment stores of agent IS and IP respectively.

• Instead of a memory stack S of locutions they use an string SK as memory
which is initially empty. The agents use part of SK as an stack S′ and the
rest as commitment stores CS(A) and CS(B). Initially S′ is an empty stack,
CS(A) and CS(B) are empty sets.

• When an agent asserts a formula p, accepts a formula p or asserts a set of
formulas S, those formulas become part of his commitment store.

• We use the same set of locutions LSP L but we add to the postconditions the
effect that the action of uttering locutions has over the commitment stores:

– Agent IS asks questionIS(p) at the beginning of the dialogue iff the
stack S′ is empty and he can not deduce p from his argumentation
system and he places the locution on the top of S′.

– Agent IS utters acceptIS(p) iff top(S′) = assertIP(p) and he can not
deduce (¬p) from his argumentation system, and he pops the top of S′
and adds p to CS(IS).

– Agent IS utters challengeIS(p) iff top(S′) = assertIP(p) and he can
not deduce p from his argumentation system, and he replace the top of
S′ for challengeIS(p).

– Agent IP utters assertIP(p) iff top(S′) = questionIS(p) and p is not
an axiom in his argumentation system and he can deduce p from his
argumentation system. The agent replaces the top of S′ for assertIP(p)
and adds p to CS(IP).

– Agent IP utters assertIP(U) iff top(S′) = questionIS(p) or top(S′) =
challengeIS(p) and p is an axiom in his argumentation system or he
can no deduce p. The agent replaces the top of S′ for assertIP(U).



– Agent IP utters assertIP({t1, ..., tn}) iff top(S′) = challengeIS(p) and
p is not an axiom in his argumentation system and p can be deduced
from t1∧ ...∧ tn. The agent replaces the top of S′ for assertIP(t1)...
assertIP(tn) and adds t1, ..., tn to CS(IP).

Under the new conditions considered above and considering the same knowl-
edge bases ΣIS = {¬p} and ΣIP = ({p,¬r, p→ r,¬r → p} as in the example pre-
sented in section 2.1 we can obtain the following dialogue instance:

questionIS(r)assertIP(r)challengeIS(r)assertIP({p→ r, p})
acceptIS(p→ r)challengeIS(p)assertIP({¬r,¬r → p})
challengeIS(¬r)accertIP(U).

Bellow we describe how we obtain the dialogue instance from above:

1 S′ = SK0 and CS(IS) = CS(IP) = /0. Agent IS utters questionIS(r).

2 S′ = [questionIS(r)] and CS(IS) = CS(IP) = /0. Agent IP answers assertIP(r),
because he can prove r from {p, p→ r}

3 S′= [assertIP(r)], CS(IS)= /0 and CS(IP)= {r}. Agent IS utters challengeIS(r),
because he can not prove r from {¬p}∪ /0.

4 S′ = [challengeIS(r)], CS(IS) = /0 and CS(IP) = {r}. Agent IP answers
assertIP({p→ r, p}).

5 S′ = [assertIP(p → r),assertIP(p)], CS(IS) = /0 and CS(IP) = {r, p → r, p}.
Agent IS replies with acceptIS(p → r) because he can not deduce ¬(p → r)
from {¬p}∪{r, p→ r, p}.

6 S′ = [assertIP(p)], CS(IS) = {p → r} and CS(IP) = {r, p → r, p}. Agent IS
utters challengeIS(p) because he can deduce ¬p.

7 S′ = [challengeIS(p)], CS(IS) = {p→ r} and CS(IS) = {r, p→ r, p}. Agent IP
replies with assertIP({¬r,¬r → p}).

8 S′ = [assertIP(¬r),assertIP(¬r → p)], CS(IS) = {p→ r} and
CS(IP) = {r, p → r, p,¬r,¬r → p}. Agent IS utters challengeIS(¬r) because
he can deduce r from {¬p}∪{r, p→ r, p,¬r,¬r → p}.

9 S′ = [challengeIS(¬r),assertIP(¬r → p)], CS(IS) = {p → r} and CS(IP) =
{r, p→ r, p,¬r,¬r→ p}. Agent IP replies assertIP(U) because ¬r is an axiom
for him.



10 The dialogue finishes unsuccessfully, agent IP can not prove to agent IS that r
is true, because due to the consideration of a commitment store CS(IP) agent
A can detect an inconsistency in the knowledge base of agent IP: agent IP first
asserts r and then he asserts ¬r during the dialogue. Considering only an stack
this inconsistency in the knowledge base of agent IP could not be detected by
agent IS, as the dialogue instance from previous example shows.

The analyzes presented in this section justifies the extension of framework
StackFST into a more expressive one that we call Conversational Finite State
Transition (ConvFST ) systems, where the stack is replaced but an string that can
be freely accessed and modified by all the agents in the dialogue.

3. Framework ConvFST

Definition 6 A dialogue protocol W ∈ConvFST of degree n≥ 1 is a tuple:

W = 〈Kid1, ...,Kidn,Σ,Q,LSL ,Γ,δ,q0,SK0,F〉
where:

• Σ, Kidi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Q, q0 and F are interpreted as in framework
StackFST .

• LSL is a finite set of locutions.

LSL =
{

ρidi(φ(m)) | m≥ 0∧1≤ i≤ n∧ prec(ρidi(φ(m))) is a wff in logic L
with free variables ranging over {φ1, ...,φm,Kidi,SK}

}

The locution ρidi(φ(m)) ∈ LSL with constants ρ, idi and terms φ(1), ...,φ(m)

has associated a well formulated formula prec(ρidi(φ(m))) in logic L called
precondition.

• Γ is a finite set of symbols;

• SK0 ∈ Γ∗ is the string corresponding to the initial share knowledge;

• δ is a finite transition relation (Q×LSL ×Γ∗)→ 2Q×Γ∗ .

Considering that a sequence of locutions ρid(v(m))β ∈ (LSL)+ is being processed,
for any q ∈Q, ρid(v(m)) ∈ LSL , with parameter values v(m) , β ∈ (LSL)∗, SK ∈ Γ∗,
the interpretation of

δ(q,ρid(v(m)),SK) = {(p1,newSK1), ...,(pm,newSKm)}



is that if the dialogue protocol W is in state q with current locution ρid(v(m)) ∈
LSL , with share knowledge SK, δ(q,ρid(φ(m)),SK)= {(p1,newSK1), ...,(pm,newSKm)},
and the formula prec(ρid(v(m))) is satisfied, then W can for any 1≤ j≤m replace
SK with newSK j, take the first locution in β and enter state p j.

To formally describe the configuration of a dialogue protocol W at a given
instant we define what we call an instantaneous description. An instantaneous
description records the state and content of the stack at a given instant, along with
the sequence of locutions that is being processed:

Definition 7 An instantaneous description for a dialogue protocol is a tuple
(q,α,SK) where q ∈ Q is the current state, α ∈ (LSL)∗ is the remaining sequence
of locutions, SK ∈ Γ∗ is the current share knowledge.

The relation `, the language of dialogues and the share knowledge generated
by a system W ∈ConvFST is defined as in framework StackFST .

3.1 An example of dialogue protocol in framework ConvFST

We consider a dialogue protocol from framework ConvFST corresponding to
an argumentation-based two-party information seeking protocol, in the sense of
(Walton 1995), which we call I SP 2.

Definition 8 We define I SP 2 as the tuple:

I SP 2 = 〈KIS,KIP,Σ,Q,LSF OL ,Γ,δ,q0,SK0,F〉

where:

• Σ = 2P L , with P L denoting propositional logic,

• KIS ∈ 2P L and KIP ∈ 2P L are consistent sets of axioms in propositional
logic, so it is not possible that (∃α ∈ Ki : Ki |=i α∧Ki |= ¬α), i ∈ {IS, IP}.
Predicate |=: 2P L ×P L → Boolean is interpreted as logical deduction in
propositional logic. Therefore Ki |= ϕ indicates that formula ϕ ∈ P L can
be deduced from set of axioms Ki ∈ P L using logical deduction in proposi-
tional logic.

• Q = {q0,q1,q2,q3,q4,q5},
• SK0 = λ,



• Γ = {φ,φ?,φ! | φ ∈ P L},

• We denote F OL the first order logic, then

LSF OL =
{

aski(ϕ),claimi(ϕ),retracti(),whyi(ϕ),arguei(ϕ),concedei(ϕ),
unknowni(ϕ) | i ∈ {IS, IP}∧ϕ ∈ P L

}
.

Then the semantic of the locutions in LSF OL is the following, considering
i ∈ {IS, IP} and SK the string of share knowledge:

prec(aski(ϕ)) = SK = λ∧¬(Ki |= ϕ)∧¬(Ki |= ¬ϕ),
prec(claimi(ϕ)) = SK = ψ?α∧ [∃ϕ : (Ki |= ϕ)∧ (ϕ = ψ∨ϕ = ¬ψ)],

prec(unknowni(ϕ)) = SK = ϕ?α∧¬(Ki |= ϕ)∧¬(Ki |= ¬ϕ),
prec(retracti()) = SK = ϕ?α∧¬[∃α : ¬(α↔ ϕ)∧ (Ki |= (α→ ϕ)∧α)],
prec(whyi(α2)) = SK = ψα∧



∃α1,α2 : (ψ↔ α1∧α2)
∧(Ki |= α1)∧¬(Ki |= α2)∧
¬

[ ∃α3,α4 : (α2 ↔ α3∧α4)∧ (Ki |= α4)∧
(α4 ↔ f alse)

]


 ,

prec(arguei(ϕ)) = SK = ψ?α∧ [∃ϕ : (Ki |= (ϕ→ ψ)∧ϕ)], and
prec(concedei(ϕ)) = SK = ϕα∧ (Ki |= ϕ)

• δ(q0,askIS(ϕ),SK0) = {(q1,ϕ?)},
δ(q1,claimIP(ϕ),ψ? T ) = {(q2,ϕ ψ? T )},
δ(q1,unknownIP(),ψ? T ) = {(q5,ψ? T )},
δ(q2,whyIS(ϕ),ψ T ) = {(q4,ϕ? ψ T )},
δ(q4,argueIP(ϕ),ψ? T ) = {(q2,ϕ ψ? T )},
δ(q2,concedeIS(ϕ),ϕ T ) = {(q3,ϕ! ϕ T )},
δ(q4,retractIP(),ψ? T ) = {(q5,ψ? T )},

• F = {q3,q5}.

The interchange of locutions in I SP 2 can be represented by the graph in figure
2.
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q2claimIP
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Figure 2: Transition graph for locutions interchange in I SP 2

4. Conclusions

This work provides evidence of the importance of addressing topics of study,
in this case Dialogue Theory, that provide an appropriate field of interdisciplinary
research where theories and results from different areas of study, like Formal Lan-
guage Theory, Linguistic and Artificial Intelligence can be reinterpreted and con-
nected.

Here we contribute to Dialogue Theory from the perspective of Formal Lan-
guage Theory with the introduction of two frameworks for the specification of
dialogue protocols: StackFST and ConvFST . Because we specify frameworks
StackFST and ConvFST as finite state transition systems, they have the following
properties:

• They are easy and understandable methods for describing protocols.

• They are provided with a formal semantic.

• They can be subject of a verification strategy called model checking.

• They allow to specify dialogues where speakers take turns.

In particular the framework StackFST proves to show the following features
which are, according to Linguistic studies, characteristic of human-like conversa-
tions:

• modification of the knowledge base (the stack) share by the agents in the
dialogue,

• backtracking (the capacity to reply to locutions uttered at any earlier step of
the dialogue and not only the previous one),



• flexibility in: turn-taking rules, type of replies (single, multiple), the selec-
tion of locutions used, the type of agent private knowledge bases allowed,
the complexity of agent reasoning strategies, the dialogue initiatives (system
initiative, user initiative and mixed initiative).

But between others, the framework StackFST lacks of these features from
human-like talks:

• unrestricted dynamic incorporation of conversants during the dialogue,

• capacity of the agents to learn or modify their own private knowledge bases,

• simulate social semantics (Parsons 2003),

• freedom in the selection of the type of information saved in the share knowl-
edge base and in the way to manipulate the share knowledge base.

The extension of framework StackFST into the framework ConvFST results
in the possibility of incorporation to dialogue protocols the collection of all the
agent observable behaviors, what in Linguistic is known as dialogue context and
was later considered in Artificial Intelligence with names like agent observable
behaviors (Viroli 2002), histories of communication (Van Eijk 2003) or traces of
communication (Widom 1987).

The frameworks StackFST and ConvFST that we introduce define generic,
abstract and well defined formalisms in which protocols can be specified, com-
pared and evaluated in the same notation in a precise way. For the protocol I SP 2
from section 3.1 that is expressed in framework ConvFST , we prove in (Grando
2007) that it is possible to formally specify the set of dialogue instances(language)
that it generates and from this language specification prove some formal proper-
ties. In (Grando 2007) we also provide an example of two information-seeking
dialogue protocols expressed in different notations, that once they are specified in
the same framework ConvFST can be compared. An open problem in the area
of Dialogue Theory is the absence of a formal strategy to compare arbitrary di-
alogue protocols. In a future we are interested to study this issue to address the
type of problems pointed out in the area of agent communication languages in
Artificial Intelligence (Parsons 2003): How might one choose between two proto-
cols?, when is one protocol preferable to another?, when do two protocols differ?,
can we tell if a protocol is new (in the sense of providing a different functionality
from an existing protocol rather than just having equivalent locution with differ-
ent names)?, is a protocol new (in the sense of providing a different functionality



from an existing protocol rather than just having equivalent locutions with differ-
ent names)?, ...

We are currently analyzing from the perspective of Formal Language Theory
some formal properties satisfied by the frameworks StackFST and ConvFST . For
instance expressive power, computational complexity, the influence that the num-
ber of speakers or other restrictions we impose have over its expressive power,
decidability of the problem of determining if a dialogue instance satisfies a dia-
logue protocol (membership problem), etcetera. The research we are undertaking
will help designers of protocols in the area of Artificial Intelligence, for the task
of selecting the most suitable formalism for the definition of dialogues that fulfil
better their requirements of expressible power and computational complexity.
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